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THE MECHANICS OF INTELLIGENCE. 

THE aim of this paper is to examine the way in which 'intel- 
ligence' acts upon 'voluntary' muscles in the light of 

present-day knowledge of mental and physiological phenomena. 
Our working hypothesis is the assumption that mental and ner- 
vous phenomena are two aspects of the same thing.' We shall 
endeavor to show that the processes which actually occur in 
'intelligent acts' can be brought into line with the general con- 
cept of causation. 

The equivalence of cause and effect is essentially a modern 
notion. To uncritical examination there often seems no quanti- 
tative or qualitative relation between the antecedent and its 
consequent. The ancients observed that rubbing together two 
sticks results in flame and heat; that striking a stretched mem- 
brane is followed by sound; that consumption of food by an 
animal leads to growth. They noticed that when wood burns 
its substance disappears; that energy or force is lost through 
work; for example, when a ball is started rolling, it gradually 
slows up and finally comes to rest. Countless experiences indi- 
cated that causal sequence is at times quite lawless. One quality 
in the antecedent may become transformed into another quality 
in the consequent; a given amount of energy in the cause may 
apparently be transformed into a different amount in the effect. 

When every-day life yields so many examples of apparent 
disparity between antecedent and consequent, it is not surprising 
that the ancients accepted certain instances of causation which 
today appear fanciful or mystical. Why should not a magical 

'As Titchener puts it, "mind and body . . . are simply two aspects of the 
same world of experience" (Textbook of Psychol., p. I3). The term 'double-aspect 
theory' seems to characterize this standpoint most appropriately. W. McDougall 
objects, however, that the word 'aspect' implies one single observer. To avoid 
misconstruction of the theory on this ground some may prefer to call it the 'double- 
nature theory,' i. e., the reality in question is at once subjective and objective. 
This theory has been developed in the writings of Fechner, Spencer, Lewes, and 
others. The writer has restated the view in a previous paper to which the reader 
is referred. ("The Mental and the Physical," Psychol. Rev., I9W4, XXI, 79-I00.) 
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word properly uttered cause a castle of stone to appear or vanish? 
Why might not a bare thought, unattended by any material 
phenomena, cause the thinker's arm to move in a different way 
from that determined by muscular conditions and the balance 
of physical forces? 

Little by little man has discovered a regularity in the sequence 
of events. Energy is not actually lost; it is merely transformed 
or dissipated. Matter does not appear and disappear; it merely 
undergoes changes of form. As a result of these rearrangements 
matter may for a time become imperceptible; when certain 
chemical compounds are formed it may take on new appearances 
and assume new qualities. On the basis of cumulative evidence, 
science to-day postulates the persistence of matter and energy. 
In all the causal transformations of energy and matter nothing 
is created and nothing goes out of existence. The causal relation 
appears as a readjustment of material particles. Of the particular 
transformations involved, some are classed as physical, others 
as chemical. The causal series as a whole is regarded as a set of 
physicochemical changes. Broadly speaking, cause and effect 
are seen to be equivalent. 

One aspect of causation, however, has not yet been brought 
fully into line with our general formulation; one sort of activity 
is still deemed by many scientists an exception to the rule of 
equivalence between cause and effect. The phenomena of con- 
sciousness, especially the manifestations of human purpose and 
intelligence, are treated by some writers as causes of bodily 
movement without any thorough attempt to analyze the process 
by which the movement is effected. It is assumed (almost 
postulated) that where the activity of an organism is preceded 
by consciousness, the result is in some way characteristically 
different from other kinds of sequence: that this type of causality 
is inexplicable in physicochemical terms. In other words, it is 
held that the doctrine of the conservation of energy requires some 
qualification (if indeed it is not actually invalid) where purpose 
and intelligence are concerned. 

Now it may very possibly be that the conservation of energy 
is not a universal principle. This is a question of fact, not of 
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'a priori necessity.' But in the first place no such exception has 
so far been demonstrated, while the careful investigations of 
physicists and chemists furnish abundant evidence for the truth 
of the principle wherever rigid tests have been made. In the 
second place, pending a crucial test, the assumption of conformity 
offers a better working hypothesis than the postulate that phe- 
nomena of purpose' and intelligence are at variance with the 
rest of nature. 

If one observe merely his own experiences, the 'interaction' 
view of the mind-body relation seems to be confirmed. I think 
of performing some action. I 'will' to do it, and the appropriate 
action takes place. Apparently the process is something totally 
different from physical causation, which is a readjustment of 
material particles. In volition the antecedent is a personal 
experience; the consequent is muscular contraction and bodily 
movement. But the disparity is lessened when we consider the 
physiological activity which is going on at the same time as the 
thought and volition. In very simple cases we might plausibly 
assume a gap in the physiological circuit, filled by a non-physi- 
ological process whereby a non-material substance receives an 
impression from the brain and later gives forth a directive ex- 
pression to the brain. But in cases of prolonged thinking the 
evidence is against this assumption. Fatigue and heightened 
temperature of the cerebral region accompany the thought 
process. 

Moreover, the very theory which upholds the efficiency of 
consciousness 'as such,' insists that reflexes, instincts, and auto- 
nomic activity are 'purely physiological '-that they proceed 
without the intervention of consciousness. In other words, it 
accepts the modern causal notion for the lower stages, but as- 
sumes that where there is vivid consciousness of the situation, 
this 'awareness' or 'intelligence' causes the motor result to be 
different in type from any 'purely physiological' reaction. To 

1 Purposive consciousness has been examined by the writer in a paper entitled 
"A Study of Purpose," J. of Phil., Psychol., etc., i9i6, XIII, Nos. I, 2, 3. 

2 "A reflex act . . . is one in which a muscular movement occurs in immediate 
response to a sensory stimulation without the interposition of consciousness. 
Consciousness is often aroused by reflex actions, but the motor reaction is not 
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the physicist this means that at some point in the series of physi- 
cochemical changes which are occurring in the brain the transfer 
of energy does not follow the line of least physical resistance. 
Either energy is lost or gained; or the moving particles take a 
different path from that marked out by the resultant of forces; 
or their motion or chemical activity is temporarily suspended in 
a way not explained by the physicochemical forces operating 
upon the brain substance. 

Our means of observing nervous activity at work are still too 
defective to demonstrate whether or not such a break in the 
causal sequence actually occurs. There may or may not be 
'points of discontinuity' in the resolution of forces. But there 
appears no justification for assuming a new type of agency to 
explain intelligent activity unless the physical outcome is in 
some way different in type from the effect of so-called 'purely 
physiological activity.' In reflex action the circuit of nervous 
activity is complete, and muscular contraction is generally 
admitted to be the result of a continuous series of physicochemi- 
cal processes. The only ground for assuming that consciousness 
interferes with the ordinary progress of nervous impulse and 
discharge would be that the motor outcome of cerebrally con- 
ditioned acts is inexplicable in terms of ordinary nervous co- 
ordination. 

The interactionists believe that such is the case in intelligent 
acts-that 'intelligence' yields results which are wholly irre- 
concilable with physicochemical mechanism. The construction 
of a building, the composition of a musical symphony or poem, 
the demonstration of a scientific principle, or the solution of a 
problem-such acts as these involve 'thought' and 'intelligence' 

executed in response to conscious motives, and in the more deeply imbedded 
reflexes consciousness is quite powerless to suppress the movement." (Angell, 
Psychology, 4th ed., p. 337.) 

"Wherever there is a variability in response, there we may assume is a con- 
sciousness, which can be legitimately interpreted as being instrumental in this 
response." (Colvin, Learning Process, p. 4.) "Habits when fully set up proceed 
without conscious direction. . . . Consciousness is functional up to the point 
where new adjustments . . . are perfectly formed. Then it is that consciousness 
as a directive influence recedes and the organism adjusts itself with automatic pre- 
cision. . . . If the adjustment is adequate, then there is no further need of conscious 
direction, hence consciousness tends to disappear." (Colvin, op. cit., p. 46.) 
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as part of the antecedents. The outcome, say the interactionists, 
is modified by consciousness; such physical collocations as are 
observed in the Parthenon or its frieze could not have been 
attained unless some non-physical agency intervened in the series 
of physical transformations.' 

TYPES OF INTELLIGENCE. 

Intelligent activity appears in a variety of forms. We may 
distinguish between (i) creative intelligence, as exemplified in 
original productions of art, (2) invention, which involves an 
original combination of general phenomena into new forms, 
(3) imitation, the reproduction of results belonging to the first 
or second class, and (4) intelligent adjustment to new situations. 

Of these types the third need not be discussed separately. It 
may be assumed that imitative repetition does not involve any 
factor not found in creation or invention. Further, it appears 
that invention involves practically the same factors as adjust- 
ment to specific situations, with the additional factor of generali- 
zation. Thus, if we study an intelligent adjustment which in- 
volves the process of generalization, we can combine the second 
and fourth forms-invention and intelligent adjustment-in a 
single analysis. 

The first type differs rather noticeably from the others. Crea- 
tive intelligence, as observed in the world of art production, is 
distinguished from invention and adjustment in being less tied 
to specific conditions. The poet and the sculptor are 'freer' to 
express their thoughts. The thought process of the creative 
artist finds expression in vocal utterance, graphic movements, 
painting, chiseling, and other physical movements. The dis- 
tinctive problem here is: How can such a phenomenon as a 
'thought' produce movements resulting in physical collocations 

1 It may be suggested that this view confuses scientific determinability with 
determinateness. To 'determine' all the significant antecedents in the process 
of designing the Parthenon or its frieze might be practically beyond the scientist's 
power, owing to the complexity of the factors involved. But this complexity does 
not render the result any the less 'determinate.' The problem is not to catalogue 
the individual factors concerned in intelligent causation, but to determine whether 
physicochemical mechanism as such is sufficient to explain the characteristic 
features of the result. 
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which, when they stimulate the senses of other beings, arouse 
thoughts and feelings corresponding to the thoughts and feelings 
of the artist? Otherwise the problem is the same as in invention 
and adjustment. 

Professor Thorndike's critique of the ideomotor theory' seems 
to demonstrate conclusively that the specific neural associations 
between cortex and motor paths are due to chance, that the 
ultimate correspondence between idea and act is due to natural 
selection or survival of the fittest. There is no inherent prin- 
ciple whereby a thought must at the outset produce the corre- 
sponding movement. This seems to dispose of the problem 
peculiar to art production. There remains the problem common 
to all types of intelligent activity: How does intelligent thought 
produce 'intelligent' collocations of matter? 

The most unequivocal examples of intelligence are found in 
problems and 'problem-games,' where prolonged deliberation 
precedes actual movements. Games of cards (social or solitary), 
mechanical puzzles, and above all chess, are typical of this. In 
chess each move by one's adversary may yield a distinctly new 
situation, so that every game involves a series of problems. The 
opening moves have been standardized and are learned from a 
teacher or book. So also are the initial position of the several 
pieces, the rules for moving, etc. But there is this difference: 
the original placing is fixed and the moves are strictly defined, 
while the line of play offers some variety of choice even at the 
outset. As the game develops the outlines given in the manuals 
are left behind and the player is thrown upon his own resources. 

It appears, then, that chess presents three patterns of activity: 
(i) Learning certain principles or rules; (2) choosing at the start 
between certain alternatives, none of which obviously outweighs 
the others; and (3) determining from move to move upon a 
satisfactory procedure. 

We may pass over for the present the learning process.2 The 
choice of the opening is not particularly significant for our 
problem. The third type of activity involves a very high degree 

1 Educational Psychology, Briefer Course, pp. 75-83. 
2 See below, pp. 6I5 ff. 
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of intelligence. We shall therefore examine first of all situations 
which occur after the game has well started. 

INTELLIGENT SELECTION OF MOVEMENT. 

Let it be assumed that the player, White, has learned the 
theory of the game and has selected his opening, to which his 
opponent has responded by one of the options offered in the 
books. The game proceeds through several moves by each 
player. The situation which has developed when White is about 
to make his fifteenth move is shown in Fig. I.' White perceives 
that if his Bishop takes the Knight it will be taken by the oppo- 
nent's Pawn or Queen without yielding him any advantage, while 
any move of his Pawns or King is a waste of time. He observes 
three promising alternatives: (a) Queen takes Queen, check, or 
(b) Bishop takes Rook, check, or (c) Rook takes Rook. The 
first yields White an advantage in pieces, since he may win a 
Rook clear on the third move. The second alternative (b) threat- 
ens both King and Queen. To save his Queen, Black must take 
White's Bishop, not with the Queen (which would still be threat- 
ened) but with the Knight. If so, White can bring Queen to 

1 This game was actually played by Morphy (White) against two players in 
consultation. (See Gossip's Chess Players' Manual, p. 6o.) It is selected as 
an illustration of 'very high intelligence.' The play developed as follows: 

White. Black. 
I. PtoK4 PtoK4 
2. Kt to K B 3 P to Q 3 
3. P to Q 4 B to K Kt 5 
4. P takes P B takes Kt 
5. Q takes B P takes P 
6. B to Q B 4 Kt to K B 3 
7. Q to Q Kt 3 Q to K 2 

8. Kt to Q B 3 P to Q B 3 
9. B to K Kt 5 P to Q Kt 4 

io. Kt takes P P takes Kt 
ii. B takes Kt P (ch) Q Kt to Q 2 

I2. Castles (Q R) Q R to Q sq 
I3. R takes Kt R takes R 
I4. R to Q sq Q to K 3 

The conclusion of the game was as follows: 
I5. B takes R (ch) Kt takes B 
i6. Q to Kt 8 (ch) Kt takes Q 
I7. R to Q 8 mate 
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Knight's 8 and give check. Then Black can neither interpose 
nor move his King, and the only reply is to take White's Queen 
with the Knight. But if so White could bring his Rook to Queen's 
8 and give check again, which would be mate. Following out 
in the same way the remaining alternative (c), White finds noth- 
ing in the series leading to a quick and decisive victory. White 
accordingly for his fifteenth move plays K B takes R; Black does 
not sacrifice his Queen, but plays Kt takes B as White antici- 
pated. White's sixteenth move, Q to Kt 8, 'forces' Kt takes Q, 
and the game is won by White on his seventeenth move, R to 
Q 8, mate. 

,K, A X*< 'g A 6 , 

J Ai m 

A~~~~~V 

A A A A'" A 

A~ K,,,, A ,,,, A ,,,,, 

Fig. I. 

Here is a typical example of intelligent combination-that is, 
movements combined in such a way as to bring about a satis- 
factory result. It is similar to the type of intelligent combination 
of movements whereby we open a door, solve a mechanical 
puzzle, reach the summit of a difficult mountain, etc., with one 
noteworthy difference. In chess we have two intelligences 
working against each other. Thus in the present instance there 
is open to Black on his fifteenth move the alternative of sacri- 
ficing his Queen and prolonging the game.' White cannot fore- 
see the result of his own acts with the same degree of certainty 

1 There is also the possibility of Black's making an illegal move, or upsetting 
the board, or walking away in a pique. 
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as in the case of opening the door, working a ring puzzle, or the 
like. But his 'intelligence' includes knowledge of his opponent's 
mental limitations as well as ability to picture combinations of 
movements. The activity pattern found in chess is similar to 
that displayed in political or social activity. It is a simplified 
example of the highest known type of intelligence. 

The problem before us is to determine whether White's move- 

ments are wholly explicable in physicochemical terms, or whether 
his thoughts, apart from their neural concomitants, alter the 
regular course of physical events. 

In the first place it is to be noted that the thought process 
(according to every indication) is accompanied by very stren- 
uous physiological activity. The player shows marks of exertion, 
strain in the finer adjustment muscles, great fatigue when the 
thought process is prolonged and intense. There is no indication 
that the nervous data are 'handed over' to a distinct non-physi- 
cal sphere when the player 'studies' the problem, or that the 
brain activity remains in suspense until consciousness determines 
the solution, or that the decision of consciousness is 'handed 
down' from a non-physical sphere to the brain which thereupon 
energizes the appropriate motor tracts. On the contrary, the 
evidence seems to show that the thought process is accompanied 
by brain activity at every stage, that currents pass from center 
to center in the cerebrum while the player studies over the 
situation, that the 'birth' of each thought is accompanied by a 

process of nervous integration such as accompanies simple per- 
ception. 

If we examine any one of White's thoughts while he is consid- 
ering his fifteenth move, we find it to be a representation of some 

situation on the chess board. First there is the present situation 

with the position of one of his own pieces altered; then the latter 

situation with one of Black's pieces moved, then perhaps this 

last with one of his own pieces moved, and so on.' The thought 
of any one of these positions includes a feeling of the relations 

of the several pieces to one another-mutual support of White's 

pieces, mutual support of Black's, attack of certain pieces upon 

'The removal of an adversary's piece is involved in some of these pictured 
rearrangements. 
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certain opponent's pieces, check, threatened check, etc. In 
this respect also White's thought concerning any future situation 
resembles his perception of the actual situation on the board 
before him. The sensory characteristics of his imagery need 
not concern us here, nor the possible imageless thought of a 
blindfold player, nor (for the moment) the clearness or vagueness 
of detail in the image or thought. Our problem is whether the 
transfer of nerve energy from point to point in the brain and 
sensori-motor tracts, together with the integration and discharge 
of such nervous activity, furnish antecedents sufficient to account 
for the player's actual moves. 

We observe that an 'intelligent' move is not made until the 
player has represented in turn a certain number of thought 
situations. The situations are not all simple alternatives, but 
to each alternative there may be two or more resulting alter- 
natives, etc. The whole group of thoughts, so far as the relation 
of its separate terms is concerned, forms an arboreal scheme with 
frequent branching and re-branching. The end-term of each 
branch is a situation which involves a set of relations among all 
the pieces on the board, and some of these end-term situations 
involve relationships which are more satisfying than other end- 
terms. The player compares the several end-terms and (usually) 
makes the move which affords the greatest degree of satisfaction. 

The comparative intelligence of several players in the same 
situation is measured by their respective ability to represent 
more of these series, to carry them out further, and to grasp 
clearly the relations involved in each situation.' To put the case 
negatively, a poor player is one who either 'overlooks' an impor- 
tant move (or contingency), or who does not 'see ahead' far 
enough, or does not notice some relationship in the moves which 
he has actually considered. Certain relationships, such as 'an 
advantage of position,' or 'a pawn or piece won,' or 'checking 
the opponent,' or above all 'declaring mate,' afford satisfaction, 
and the satisfaction is the same whether the situation which in- 
volves these relations is perceived or merely imaged.2 

1 The speed or rapidity of the process is also an element to be considered. All 
these criteria indicate that intelligence is a quantitative phenomenon. 

2 The nature of 'satisfaction' will be examined later (see pp. 6i8 f). 
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At first glance it may appear that the 'relationships' are 
something distinct from the physical situation. But more care- 
ful examination shows that they are essentially a part of the repre- 
sented collocations of material objects. A 'piece won or lost,' 
whether perceived or pictured, is an actual change in the relative 
number of white pieces to black pieces on the board. An 'attack' 
by White's Bishop on Black's Knight means that White may re- 
move the Knight from the board; while the 'support' of Black's 
Knight by his King's Knight's Pawn means that should the 
Knight be removed, Black's Pawn may in turn remove the piece 
with which White has taken it. An 'advantage in position' 
means a position involving more of such attacks and supports by 
the player in question than by his adversary. 'Check' means 
an attack on the adversary's King, and 'mate' means that the 
adversary's King cannot be withdrawn from attack by any 
allowable move. 

The point to be emphasized is that the thought process in- 
volved in chess-playing is analogous to perception-that an intel- 
ligent reaction based upon thought is essentially the same (except 
for greater intricacy of stimuli) as the reaction to a perceived 
situation. The mental reconstruction is no different in character 
from the reconstruction of experience which is involved in a 
changing perceptual experience. The player acts to a thought 
situation as one acts to a sensory situation. He observes the 
possibilities-he does not 'create' them. He is in fact reacting 
to physical situations, present or represented in thought. When 
one reacts to a perceptual stimulus one's motor activity is due to 
the fact that a certain physical collocation of particles exists and 
affects him; which means that his receptor apparatus is fitted to 
receive the impression of this collocation and that appropriate 
nervous pathways are established for reaction to such impres- 
sions. The same is true where the stimulus is a thought-complex; 
here one is reacting to certain definite represented physical colio- 
cations, not to an esoteric figment of the imagination. Thought 
is indeed merely an enlargement of the perceptual field. Intel- 
ligence means 'fit' reaction to environmental situations, whether 
perceived or pictured. In short, one's degree of intelligence 
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depends upon the exactness with which one's thoughts represent 
physical reality, and one's thought-sequences represent real phys- 
ical changes. 

In highly intelligent activity an exceedingly complex situation 
involving past, present, and future physical collocations' serves 
as stimulus. The external stimuli operating at the time are 
modified by conditions in the brain due to previous stimuli, which 
give rise to neural processes known introspectively as 'thoughts' 
of future situations. The nerve impulse at length finds an outlet 
in motor channels through connections established by repeated 
experiences, or it may form some new connection along a line of 
lesser resistance. The complexity of the thought process means 
that a large number of neural connections within the brain are 
formed prior to each play. Intelligence means, in neural terms, 
that the less satisfying plays find no motor outgo-that only one 
out of many incipient reactions is completed. Each of these 
incipient reactions is based on a stimulus situation (perception 
or thought); if not modified by the other concomitant situations 
it would pass over into actual play. Suppose that only one 
such neural connection were formed and the corresponding play 
followed immediately: then once in a certain number of games 
the moves we have described might result by 'pure chance.' It 
seems evident, then, that the chess player who guides his game to 
a successful conclusion is reacting quite as truly to physiological 
stimuli as a man who 'instinctively' raises his hands and wards 
off a blow. The chief difference is in the complexity of the cere- 
bral connections. 

Precisely the same is true of other complex intelligent acts. 
In a game of bridge whist the intelligent player is the one who 
'sees ahead'-who picks his lead so as to establish a suit, or in 
order to trump in presently, or who finesses from a tenace. The 
stimulus-situation in such cases is not merely perceptual, but a 
complex of perception and thought. Yet by 'pure chance' a 
player might lead the very card which 'intelligence dictates.' 
On the theory of probabilities each card in a given hand would be 
led once in I3 times; intelligence means the suppression of the 

1 Also many imaged collocations which never 'materialize.' 
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I2 less satisfying reactions every time. This intelligent selection 
of one path out of the I3 is as much a matter of the parallelogram 
of forces as the zig-zag path of lightning or the erratic course 
of a rivulet in a furrowed field during a shower. 

So, too, in situations of greater complexity. The commander 
planning a campaign, the statesman outlining a policy, the 
business man directing a corporation-all react to a complex 
stimulus-situation in which the perceptual stimuli are relatively 
unimportant and the thought-stimuli are many and intricately 
interwoven. Whether one is working against rival intelligences or 
merely against unknown conditions in the environment does not 
affect the nature of the neural process and the motor discharge. 

The physiological concomitant of the thought processes con- 
cerned in invention may be analyzed into precisely the same 
composition of neural forces. Actions analogous to invention, 
though on a somewhat lower plane, are experienced in ordinary 
life when we solve a puzzle, such as a charade, riddle, or conun- 
drum, an artificial chess-problem, or a solitary card-game, or 
when we devise a puzzle to fit a given solution.' It is true the 
solution of a problem is sometimes reached so quickly that the 
process seems uncanny. With our predilection for the myste- 
rious we are apt to attribute the process to an innate power of 
intuition, to inspiration, to a familiar demon within us, to con- 
sciousness working independent of neural activity, and the like. 
Once in a lifetime a simpleton may stumble upon a really clever 
solution by pure chance. But except in rare cases the fittest 
solution-the most intelligent-is performed by the individual 
with the most complex nervous system. 

Granted, then, that a highly intelligent act is merely more 
complex than ordinary ideomotor activity, and not different in 
character, we may supplement our chess illustration by some 
simpler situation. The common act of opening a door involves 
grasping the knob, turning it to the right or left, and then pushing 
or pulling. These five separate movements are learned early in 
childhood. Grasping is a reflex which appears in man at birth. 
It is found in the lower primates also. The contact stimulus of a 

1 One of these simpler cases might have been selected for illustration instead 
of the chess-game. 
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stick, knob, etc., leads to the movement. Few of the interac- 
tionists would maintain that the neural integration involved in 
such an act as grasping is brought about by consciousness. The 
sensory current passes to a coordinating center and thence an 
impulse issues through motor paths to the muscles. 

Turning the hand to left or right, in a rotary movement, is 
likewise the result of sensory stimuli. The child learns to twist 
a rope, stick, door-knob, and other objects. Pushing and pulling 
movements are also observed in very young children. Each 
of these separate movements (and for that matter any other 
coordinated muscular contraction) is brought about by a current 
in the appropriate motor nerves, and this motor innervation is 
preceded by a current in the sensory nerves following stimulation. 
There seems no doubt but that changes of stimulation and re- 
sulting changes in the sensory current may produce modification 
of the motor current and differences of muscular action irre- 
spective of awareness, and that combination of sensory impulses 
may produce complex movements apart from cerebral activity 
and consciousness. 

In short, whether we examine simple or complex instances of 
intelligence, in every case we find that the motor activity is the 
result of nervous impulses due to physical stimuli and central 
conditions. Intelligence is a function, not of conscious 'intuition,' 
but of the connection between afferent and efferent nerve tracts. 
It denotes an adjustment between the environmental situation 
and the responsive activity, and this adjustment is brought about 
either by inherited neural paths or by individually acquired 
connections. The motor impulse in every case presumably 
follows the path of least resistance. There is no need to assume 
a non-physical 'guiding' agent, in order to explain why the 
nervous current comes to follow certain paths rather than others. 

LEARNING. 

If we examine the learning process we reach the same conclu- 
sion. The learning process consists, physically, in the formation 
of new nerve paths through the establishment of new connections 
at the synapses. It differs from reflex formation in that a single 
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definite path is not marked out for the nervous discharge by the 
structural arrangement of the neurones. In habit formation a 
new pathway is opened up as the line of least resistance; by re- 
peated passage of the nerve current this pathway becomes fixed 
just as in the case of reflexes, except that in habit formation the 
fixation is gradual, while in reflex formation it is immediate. 

Opening the door is a learned reaction. The separate stimuli 
leading respectively to the grasping, turning, and push-or-pull 
movements may occur together. By chance at some period in 
the child's life they operate in such a manner as to produce the 
proper sequence of movements, and the door is opened. The 
fixation of this or any other habit depends upon repetition, where- 
by the path of discharge becomes permanently a line of lessened 
resistance. The acquisition or original performance may occur 
either through a trial and error process or as the result of social 
stimuli. 

In chess, learning the position of the pieces, their moves, and 
the theory of the game is a social process. When we are told 
that "the Queen moves in any direction, straight or diagonally, 
unless intercepted by a piece, and in so moving may remove an 
opponent's piece and occupy the square," the words serve as 
stimuli which arouse a set of representations of various positions 
of the Queen on the board. Each of these images or thoughts is 
accompanied by definite physiological processes in the cortex 
which serve as bases for neural connections during the game. 
And so for all the 'rules' and values of the game. When the 
various rules have been learned and we are engaged in playing 
an actual game, a series of situations is presented, each of which 
involves several of these acquired neural connections, and these 
situations change with each move. For example, in our chess 
illustration White's fifteenth move, King's Bishop takes Rook, 
alters the relations of most of Black's pieces, especially in view of 
the declared 'check.' After each move a definite perceptual 
situation is presented, to which is added a thought situation which 
is more or less complex according to the neural capacity and 
training of the player. Taken by itself each separate element in 
this complex situation is analogous to any simple habit which 
has been partly formed. 
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In any typical intelligent reaction there are great differences 
in the stimuli from time to time and corresponding variations in 
response. At table we use the knife for certain purposes, the 
fork or spoon for others.' We pat the dog and run from the wolf. 
These learned discriminations indicate that the total situation 
involves more than the perceptual elements. In perceptual 
reactions there is discrimination of stimuli and different responses 
to variations in the situation; the higher intelligent reactions 
involve in addition the memory of certain conventions, specific 
characteristics, and the like. There may be lapses of memory- 
as when we move the pawn two squares or attack the soup with 
our fork. There may be failure to discriminate-as when we 
move our opponent's piece in chess or attempt to caress a polecat. 
But in all instances, whether of suitable reaction or of false re- 
action, the presumption remains that the motor impulse is the 
direct outcome of the sensory impulse as modified by the brain 
condition at the time. To say that we are 'conscious of the 
performance' of the act does not add to the explanation of the 
physical changes which occur, nor does 'lapse of consciousness' 
add to the explanation of inappropriate reactions. 

In this connection we may refer briefly to another type of 
activity which is often supposed to demonstrate the motor role 
of consciousness. When one is in danger of forgetting an im- 
portant engagement he 'impresses it upon consciousness' and 
'keeps it in mind.' It is argued that the consciousness of having 
to perform the act facilitates the subsequent performance. And 
so it does. But surely the formation of nervous ,paths which 
accompanies the reiterated thought should be taken into con- 
sideration. On the other hand there are abundant instances in 
which the appointment is set for an hour, a day, or even longer 
ahead, and then 'dismissed from consciousness'; but the brain 
pathway has been established, and often when the proper time 
comes the action is started as readily as if we had been conscious 
of the coming situation every instant in the interim. In both 
cases, then, we may reasonably conclude that it is the retention 
in the nervous system which initiates the act-not the bare thought. 

1 Not always of course; and on the other hand one sees children move chessmen 
about in utter disregard of values. 
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SATISFACTION. 

There remains to consider the feeling of satisfaction which 
attaches in different degrees to the alternative responses repre- 
sented in intelligent thinking. The term 'satisfaction' is an 
introspective description of an hedonic psychophysical state. 
The physical basis of certain emotions has been traced to changes 
in the internal secretions. The presumption is that a similar 
physical concomitant exists in the case of simple feeling. In 
music certain chords yield greater satisfaction than others. It 
is found that the less harmonious clangs are those in which beats 
occur between some of the fundamentals or difference tones. 
In color schemes clashing hues are those which arouse partly 
similar, partly conflicting retinal processes. Intelligent thought 
involves a general notion of result and particular representations 
of successive situations. The harmony or discord between the 
'problem' idea and the 'solution' idea in all probability sets up 
through the autonomic system an organic process, either ana- 
bolic or katabolic in character, which acts as a stimulus to modify 
the central nervous system. In the case of harmony or fitness 
the accompanying state of consciousness is called 'satisfaction,' 
in case of discord it is called 'dissatisfaction.' The degree of 
satisfaction feeling or its opposite depends upon the intensity of 
the organic metabolism. 

In our chess game the highest degree of satisfaction attaches to 
the announcement of 'mate.' A similar autonomic stimulation 
and feeling attach in lesser degree to reaction-and-thought situa- 
tions which appear to be precursory steps toward mate. The 
feeling in Black's case is a growing 'dissatisfaction' as the catas- 
trophe approaches. These hedonic accompaniments are ob- 
served in many simpler instances of activity. In opening a door 
there may be no heightened satisfaction, but certainly a diminu- 
tion of satisfaction, if not actual dissatisfaction, is experienced 
when the door proves to be locked. Satisfaction, then, appears 
to be the subjective aspect of a neural condition stimulated by 
systemic processes which are autonomically induced. 

It is not within the scope of this paper to propose a theory of 
nerve physiology. Our aim is merely to show that the mechanics 
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of intelligent action can be plausibly explained in terms of 
physicochemical activity. This appears to be true for each of 
the factors examined-intelligent selection of movement, learn- 
ing, and satisfaction. While it would require a host of experi- 
mental investigations to trace the course of the nerve current in 
these complicated cases, there appears no reason to assume that 
physicochemical processes are insufficient to account for the type 
of phenomena observed in intelligent action. 

Of course it is still open to the speculative mind to assert that 
a non-physical force is really the efficient agent in any or every 
type of activity. There seems no way of demonstrating con- 
clusively that the action of gravity is not really due to beneficent 
demons who pull loose objects towards the earth, or that angels 
do not guide the movements of the planets in their orbits. But 
science to-day deems these hypotheses superfluous. So in intel- 
ligent activity, the notion that consciousness interferes with the 
admitted physicochemical processes seems redundant. What- 
ever the rOle of consciousness in nature, it is not the guidance of 
motor activity. The mechanics of intelligent activity follows 
the same pattern as other movements and transformations of 
energy-except that, owing to the intricacy of the nervous sys- 
tem, adaptive actions are vastly more complex than the simple 
types of change found in inorganic nature. The laws of physics 
and chemistry hold for intelligent organisms as well as for atoms 
and electrons. 

THE R6LE OF CONSCIOUSNESS. 

A word in closing on an objection which is often raised against 
our working hypothesis. The double-aspect theory has been 
stigmatized as epiphenomenalism. The question is asked: 
Of what use is consciousness in the world if it is not needed to 
guide action? 

I. In the first place, the scientist is not concerned with the 
speculative problem as to whether everything in the universe is 
useful. It is his business to discover by observation whether 
phenomena are useful or not, rather than to indulge in a priori 
dicta concerning their utility. 
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2. The criticism implies rather unwarrantably that the value 
of consciousness would disappear altogether if it prove to have 
no motor function. Surely apart from its problematic role in 
moving matter or altering the direction of motion, consciousness 
supplies to the individual the essence and charm of life. How- 
ever much my actions may be determined mechanistically or 
unconsciously or subconsciously, it is my conscious experiences- 
my perceptions, feelings, imaginings and thoughts-that mean 
life to me. The proved value of consciousness is the subjective 
life which it furnishes to the individual. 

3. In the present paper we have endeavored to show that the 
mechanics of intelligence follows the same physicochemical laws 
as the other motor processes in nature. Nevertheless our de- 
scription of intelligence is incomplete unless we analyze thor- 
oughly the perceptions, thoughts, and other phenomena of 
consciousness which accompany intelligent activity. The writer 
believes that it is the province of science to study all the facts of 
nature. Introspective psychology reveals certain phenomena 
or aspects of nature which the other sciences miss. The epiphe- 
nomenon is no less a datum of existence than the hypophenome- 
non. Physiology and behavior serve to explain the causal rela- 
tions of events; but they do not deal with the subjective aspect 
of experience. Our scientific examination of nature is incom- 
plete if it does not include the field of consciousness. 

SUMMARY. 

The notion that consciousness, apart from neural activity, is an 
efficient cause of intelligent action is a survival of the prescien- 
tific conception of causation. To the modern scientist causation 
means transformation of matter and energy. Introspection and 
objective observation both indicate a continuance of brain ac- 
tivity during the period of deliberation which precedes an intel- 
ligent act. 

Intelligent acts include (a) artistic creation, (b) invention, 
(c) imitation, and (d) adaptive action. The essential features 
in all are similar. Our analysis was based on adaptive action, 
as exemplified in chess. 
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Adaptive acts involve (a) selection, from among certain (b) 
learned reactions, of such as give greater (c) satisfaction. 

Examination of the selective process in acts characterized by 

high intelligence indicates that it involves a series of images or 

thoughts, progressively differentiated from the perceived situa- 

tion. Among the many stimuli (perceptual and representative) 
which constitute the 'total situation' at any moment, one alter- 
native initiates the response while the remainder are inhibited. 
As between alternatives, the motor impulse follows the line of 
least neural resistance; this is 'intelligent selection.' 

The learning process proceeds either by trial and error or by 

social stimulation. It consists essentially in building up new 
nerve paths of lessened resistance. 

Satisfaction and its opposite have also a neural basis. They 
are the conscious aspect of neural activity stimulated by systemic 

conditions which are excited through the autonomic nerves. 
The neural activity characterized consciously as satisfaction 
determines the path of least resistance in intelligent reaction. 

It follows that every factor concerned in the manifestation 
of intelligence may be adequately explained in neural terms, 

rather than by the guiding influence of consciousness. This 
does not demonstrate absolutely that consciousness is not an 

efficient agent in action, but it indicates that intelligent acts may 

be causally explained without attributing mechanical efficiency 

to consciousness. It places intelligent acts on precisely the same 

footing as other physical and chemical changes. 
The value of consciousness thus appears to lie, not in any 

motor role, but in its furnishing the tang of life to each individual. 

The data of consciousness are facts, and as such deserve scien- 

tific investigation like other phenomena in the universe. 
HOWARD C. WARREN. 

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY. 
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